A portable radio information terminal apparatus capable of promptly moving a screen display to a desired layer in a multilayer screen display structure and a screen operating method for use in the apparatus. The terminal apparatus includes a command inputting discriminating circuit for determining whether an input signal supplied from an inputting circuit is generated by a predetermined command inputting operation, a movement control circuit for determining, based on a decision made by the command inputting discriminating circuit, whether the generated input signal continues and, if the generated input signal is found continuing, activating a layer-to-layer moving circuit and, if the generated input signal is stopped, stopping the layer-to-layer moving circuit. The layer-to-layer moving circuit causes for a layer-to-layer moving operation based on a command issued by the movement control circuit and executing a screen displaying operation on a destination layer, wherein, while the generated input signal continues, the layer-to-layer moving operation and the screen display operation on the destination layer are repeated.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to a portable radio information terminal apparatus and a display screen operating method. More particularly, the present invention relates to a portable radio information terminal apparatus, especially a paging device in which received message information is controlled in a hierarchical structure for a display screen at each of the hierarchies and to a display screen operating method for the paging device.

Portable radio information terminal apparatuses having various constitutions and providing various capabilities and functioning as communication network terminals have been put in practical use to satisfy the recent wide-range and drastically expanding demands in information communication fields.

One example of such portable information terminal apparatuses is a paging device for signal reception by radio. The paging device in its infancy was a terminal apparatus that beeps upon reception of a call signal from a radio base station. In operation, a call signal is sent from a wireless telephone through radio to the user carrying the pager on the road. Upon reception of the call signal, the user makes a call to the caller from a nearby wireless telephone.

Recently, paging devices have been developed and in an extensive use that have capabilities of receiving not only a simple call signal but also a signal carrying various information from a radio base station and displaying the received information on their liquid crystal display panel as a message.

With these paging devices, message statements obtained from the received information are organized in a message file, which is stored in a message storage memory of each paging device. In addition to the bodies of messages, the message file stores the attributes and control information of each message.

The attributes include, for example, the date and time of termination, size and type of the message and so forth. The message type identifies a personally originated message or a message originated by an information service entity for example. A code number is provided for each of these message types.

The control information includes, for example, a lock flag for preventing the message from being deleted from the received message file. In addition, the control information may include an index for specifying and updating a scroll format in execution of a scroll operation.

A message statement is displayed on the screen of the incorporated LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) panel in 4 lines of 20 characters each for example at once. If a message statement has more than 4 lines, a user scrolls the screen to read the entire message statement sequentially.

Conventional paging devices have come to provide a table of contents for facilitating reference to a plurality of terminated messages stored in the message storage memory. The table of contents may be formed by manually inputting the headlines by a user through some input device after checking the contents of received message statements. Generally, however, the table of contents is formed by a so-called thumb-nail method in which a part, especially a head, of a predetermined message statement are copied for the header of the message statement in the table of contents.

In order to efficiently control these tables of contents data and the message data, these data are hierarchically structured. To be more specific, these data are constituted that the table of contents is placed on a higher layer and the message statements, namely a message file, is placed on a lower layer. Each layer is displayed on the screen.

As the number of terminating messages and the number of message types increase, the lower layer on which the message file is placed tends to be further divided into plurality of layers. As for the higher layer, the main menu mainly serving as the layer for the table of contents of message files tends to be hierarchically structured itself. In addition, for the top layer, a layer for a standby screen for example has been introduced. This standby screen layer operates in power-saving mode. Consequently, the multilayer configuration is widely adopted in the recent related art paging devices.

However, in the above-mentioned multilayer configuration, the user must repeat layer-to-layer movement to return from a lower layer to the main menu or the standby screen. These repeated operations are cumbersome and possibly lead to operation errors, presenting a problem in ease of operation.

In addition, the above-mentioned multilayer configuration takes time until the processing is completed, preventing the paging device from promptly entering power saving mode, which in turn preventing the efficiency of power usage from being improved.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a portable radio information terminal apparatus and a display screen operating method thereof that control data in a hierarchical structure and allow the user to promptly move from a layer to another higher layer by a simple one-shot input operation.

In carrying out the invention and according to one aspect thereof, there is provided a display screen operating method for a portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a top layer and at least one lower layer on which a plurality of messages are placed, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having an inputting means capable of executing a command inputting operation and an image display device for displaying an image on screen, wherein screen operation processing with a moving operation from one of the layers to another combined with a screen displaying operation corresponding to the each layer is repetitively executable only during a period of time in which a predetermined command input operation is being executed.

Thus, depending on the time in which command input continues, every time a shift is made from a layer to another layer, a screen on that layer is displayed and an upper-layer moving operation is repeated only in the command input operation, so that adjusting the command input continuation time allows the user to continuously move to a desired layer while checking the screens being displayed halfway through this movement. Consequently, the novel method eliminates the related art drudgery in which movement to each upper layer is repeated until a desired layer is reached, thereby enhancing ease of operation.

The above-mentioned top layer is a main menu displaying layer, so that extending the command input continuation
time allows the user to continuously move to the main menu on the top layer while checking the screen and to easily return to the main menu if lost halfway through moving between layers.

The above-mentioned top layer is a standby screen display layer, so that extending the command input continuation time allows the user to continuously move to the standby screen on the top layer which provides power saving with a simple operation while displaying message.

In carrying out the invention and according to another aspect thereof, there is provided a portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a top layer and at least one lower layer on which a plurality of messages terminated at the portable radio information terminal apparatus are placed, the top layer thereof being one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer, the portable radio information terminal apparatus being capable of executing operations including screen displaying on each of the layers, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having an input means capable of executing a command input operation and an image display device for screen displaying, the portable radio information terminal apparatus comprising at least: a command input discriminating means for determining whether an input signal supplied from the input means is generated by a predetermined command input operation; a movement control means for determining, based on a decision made by the command input discriminating means, whether the generated input signal continues and, if the generated input signal is found continuing, activating a layer-to-layer moving means and, if the generated input signal is found stopped, stopping the layer-to-layer moving means; and the layer-to-layer moving means for causing a layer-to-layer moving operation based on a command issued by the movement control means and executing a screen displaying operation on a destination layer; wherein, while the generated input signal continues, the layer-to-layer moving operation and the screen display operation on the destination layer are repeated.

The above-mentioned novel constitution can realize a portable radio information terminal apparatus that determines a predetermined command input operation by the command input discriminating means, the movement control means, and the layer-to-layer moving means and repeats layer-to-layer layering movement and screen displaying on a destination layer while the command input operation continues. Consequently, adjusting the command input continuation time allows the user to continuously move to a desired layer while checking the displayed screen.

In carrying out the invention and according to still another aspect thereof, there is provided a recording medium that records, as programs readable and executable by a computer, at least: a command input discriminating means for determining whether an input signal is generated while a portable radio information terminal apparatus having an image display device and an input device for executing information control on a multilayer structure of which top layer is one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer is operating on one layer of the multilayer structure has been generated by a predetermined command input operation; a movement control means for determining, based on a decision made by the command input discriminating means, whether the generated input signal continues and, if the generated input signal is found continuing, activating a layer-to-layer moving means and, if the generated input signal is found stopped, stopping the layer-to-layer moving means; and the layer-to-layer moving means for causing a layer-to-layer moving operation based on a command issued by the movement control means and executing a screen displaying operation on a destination layer.

This recording medium, as a memory device storing operating procedures executable by the central processing unit, onto the portable radio information terminal apparatus at least having the central processing unit, an input device, an image display device, a message recording memory, and a multilayer information control means. Consequently, this portable radio information terminal apparatus can be provided with capabilities of sequentially executing the stored operating procedures by the CPU, determining whether the input signal has been generated by a predetermined command input operation, and repeating layer-to-layer movement and screen displaying on destination layer while the generated input signal continues.

In carrying out the invention and according to yet another aspect thereof, there is provided a microcomputer apparatus of which recording means records, as programs readable and executable by the central processing unit of the microcomputer apparatus, a command input discriminating means for determining whether an input signal generated while a portable radio information terminal apparatus having an image display device and an input device for executing information control on a multilayer structure of which top layer is one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer is operating on one layer of the multilayer structure has been generated by a predetermined command input operation; a movement control means for determining, based on a decision made by the command input discriminating means, whether the generated input signal continues and, if the generated input signal is found continuing, activating a layer-to-layer moving means and, if the generated input signal is found stopped, stopping the layer-to-layer moving means; and the layer-to-layer moving means for causing a layer-to-layer moving operation based on a command issued by the movement control means and executing a screen displaying operation on a destination layer.

Consequently, combining this microcomputer apparatus with a communication means, a received message storage memory, a movement control means, an input device, an image display device, and a power supply circuit facilitates the realization, with a simple constitution, a portable radio information terminal apparatus having capabilities of sequentially executing the stored operating procedures by the CPU, determining whether the input signal has been generated by a predetermined command input operation, and repeating layer-to-layer movement and screen displaying on destination layer while the generated input signal continues.

In carrying out the invention and according to a different aspect thereof, there is provided a screen operating method for a portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a top layer and at least one lower layer on which a plurality of messages terminated at the portable radio information terminal apparatus with a radio wave are placed, the top layer thereof being one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having an input means capable of executing a command input operation and an image display device for screen displaying, wherein, if a continuation time of the command
inputting operation is in excess of a predetermined time, the screen displaying moves to the top layer of the multilayer structure.

Consequently, executing a command input operation that continues over a predetermined length of time allows the user to promptly move to the top layer of the multilayer structure, eliminating the conventional drudgery in which movement to each upper layer is repeated until a desired layer is reached to enhance ease of operation.

In carrying out the invention and according to a still different aspect thereof, there is provided a portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a top layer and at least one lower layer on which a plurality of messages terminated at the portable radio information terminal apparatus with a radio wave are placed, the top layer thereof being one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer, the portable radio information terminal apparatus being capable of executing operations including screen displaying on each of the layers, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having top inputting means capable of executing a command inputting operation and an image display device for screen displaying, the portable radio information terminal apparatus comprising at least: a command input processing means for determining whether an input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command inputting operation; a movement control means for counting, based on a decision made by the command input processing means, a continuation time of the generated input signal and, if the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined time, instructing an upper-layer moving means to move screen displaying to the top layer and, if the continuation time is found within the predetermined time, instructing the upper-layer moving means to move screen displaying to an adjacent upper layer; and the upper layer moving means for executing, based on a command issued by the movement control means, movement to at least one of the top layer and the adjacent upper layer.

The above-mentioned novel constitution can realize the portable radio information terminal apparatus that can detect a predetermined command input operation by the command input processing means, the movement control means, and the upper-layer moving means and, if this command input operation is found exceeding the predetermined length of time, promptly move screen displaying to the top layer.

In carrying out the invention and according to yet different aspect thereof, there is provided a recording medium that records, as procedures (programs) readable and executable by a computer, at least: a command input processing means for determining whether an input signal generated while a portable radio information terminal apparatus having an image display device and an inputting device and executing information control on a multilayer structure of which top layer is one of a main menu displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer is operating on one layer of the multilayer structure has been generated by a predetermined command inputting operation; a movement control means for counting, based on a decision made by the command input processing means, a continuation time of the generated input signal and, if the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined time, instructing an upper-layer moving means to move screen displaying to the top layer and, if the continuation time is found within the predetermined time, instructing the upper-layer moving means to move screen displaying to an adjacent upper layer; and the upper-layer moving means for executing, based on a command issued by the movement control means, movement to at least one of the top layer and the adjacent upper layer.

Consequently, combining this microcomputer apparatus with a communication means, a received message storage memory, a multilayer information control means, an input device, an image display device, and a power supply circuit facilitates the realization, with a simple constitution, a portable radio information terminal apparatus having capabilities of determining whether the input signal has been generated by a predetermined command input operation, counting the continuation time of the generated input signal, moving screen displaying to the top layer if the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined length of time, and moving screen displaying to an adjacent upper layer if the continuation time is found within the predetermined length of time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects of the invention will be seen by reference to the description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a main constitution of a portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a first preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an overall constitution of the portable radio information terminal apparatus shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a rotary and push input device applied to the portable radio information terminal apparatuses associated with the invention;

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating transitions of handling of an interrupt caused by the data input device shown in FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating an example of the external constitution of one portable radio information terminal apparatus shown in FIGS. 1 and 2;

FIG. 6 is a front view illustrating an example of the external constitution of another portable radio information terminal apparatus shown in FIGS. 1 and 2;

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a multilayer structure of the portable radio information terminal apparatuses associated with the invention;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart indicative of operations of the portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a first preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a constitution of a recording medium practiced as a second preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a microcomputer apparatus practiced as a third preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the main constitution of a portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a fourth preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 12 is a flowchart indicative of operations of the portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a fourth preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a constitution of a recording medium practiced as a fifth preferred embodiment of the invention; and

FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a microcomputer apparatus practiced as a sixth preferred embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

This invention will be described in further detail by way of examples with reference to the accompanying drawings. It should be noted that the preferred embodiments to be described later are only some of the preferred examples that are intended for use in describing the essential constitutions and functions of the present invention. Therefore, despite various limitations preferred in technological constitution, the present invention is not limited to these preferred embodiments unless otherwise specified.

FIG. 1 shows the main constitution of a portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a first preferred embodiment of the invention. FIG. 2 shows the overall constitution of the portable radio information terminal apparatus shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating an example of the external constitution of the portable radio terminal apparatus shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 6 is a front view illustrating another example of the external constitution of the portable radio terminal apparatus shown in FIG. 1.

As shown in FIG. 2, the portable radio information terminal apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1 is a paging device. This paging device comprises an antenna 2 for receiving radio waves transmitted from a remote transmission base station such as a radio base station, a receiving block 3 connected to the antenna 2 for amplifying and detecting a signal received at the antenna 2, and a demodulating block 4, which is a decoder connected to the receiving block 3, for decoding code information from the terminated signal. These components constitute a communication means.

The demodulating block 4 includes an A/D converter to generate digital information and has a capability of comparing an ID code stored in an ID memory not shown constituted by an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM) for example, and the above-mentioned code information to determine whether the received information is the information addressed to this terminal apparatus. The output of the demodulating block 4 is connected to a CPU 5.

The CPU 5 is further connected to a message storage memory 7 constituted by an SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) for example.

The CPU 5 controls data processing and data input/output processing. To be more specific, based on various executable procedures (namely, programs) stored in an internal or external ROM, the CPU 5 controls the operations of the entire apparatus such as fetching of an input signal supplied from an input device to be described later, writing of data to a message storage memory 7, organizing of message files, reading of message sentence stored in files, displaying of messages and other information onto the display screen, and notifying of call termination and troubles such as abnormal voltage.

Moreover, the CPU 5 controls copying and organizing of a table of contents and a table-of-contents display image and controls hierarchical structure information in which the table of contents and the table-of-contents display image are placed on an upper layer as the main menu and a message file is placed on a lower layer.

The message information in the code information generated by the demodulating block 4 based on the terminated signal is stored in the message storage memory 7. The stored message information is then read to be displayed on the display screen. The message storage memory 7 can be constituted by any of such a nonvolatile memory as the above-mentioned SRAM, a flash memory, or an EEPROM.

For data input means to be operated by a user, a rotary data input device 9 and a push switch 8 integrally constituted with the rotary data input device 9 are provided. Thus, the rotary data input device 9 and the push switch 8 integrally constitute a rotary/push data input device 39, which will be described later in detail.

For another data input device to be operated by the user, an input switch 16 is provided. The input switch 16 is a non-rotary data input device to act by a non-rotary operation such as pressing or touching, for generating an input signal 16a. The input signal 16a generated by the data input switch 16 is herein referred to as a non-rotary input signal. In the present embodiment, the input switch 16 is used for performing an escape operation or a simultaneous composite input operation.

The rotary data input device 9, the push switch 8, and the input switch 16 are connected to an input device control block 10, which is connected to the CPU 5.

The CPU 5 is also connected to a display panel driving block 11, which is connected to a LED panel 12 as a display screen. Namely, the display panel driving block 11 and the LCD panel 12 constitute an image display device.

A display signal outputted from the CPU 5 is sent to the display panel driving block 11. Based on the display signal, the display panel driving block 11 inputs a drive signal into the LCD panel 12 to drive the LCD panel 12 for forming a screen.
The CPU 5 is also connected to a paging signal output block 13, which is connected to a speaker 14 as a sounding paging device. The CPU 5 outputs an operating signal for operating the speaker 14, the operating signal being inputted into the paging signal output block 13 to be converted into an audio signal by which the speaker 14 is driven.

Thus, the control means is constituted by the CPU 5, the input device control block 10, and so on. Now, the main constitution of the embodiment will be described with reference to FIG. 1.

A data transmitting means 20, which functions as a data bus, is connected to the CPU 5, a system memory 6, a ROM 6, the message storage memory 7, an input signal processing block 10B, the display panel driving block 11, and the paging signal output block 13.

Through the data transmitting means, the CPU 5 sends/receives data to/from the system memory 6, the ROM 6, the message storage memory 7, the display panel driving block 11, the paging signal output block 13, and the input signal processing block 10B.

The system memory 6 stores means for organizing information in a hierarchical structure and various procedures for controlling addition, deletion, and locking of information data and the operations of the entire apparatus, in the form of programs executable by the CPU 5.

The ROM 6 mainly stores application-related execution procedures in the form of programs executable by the CPU 5. The ROM 61 is constituted by a read-only MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) memory or a flash memory for example.

FIG. 3 shows one example of the rotary/push data input device. As shown, the rotary/push data input device 39 is integrally constituted with the rotary data input device 9 and the push switch 8.

The rotary/push data input device 39 allows the portable radio information terminal apparatus to be reduced in size and the number of components used therein. For example, this data input device is commercially available as a jog dial or a rotary encoder. The rotary operating section has a freely rotatable disc knob and the push operating section is adapted to generate an on/off signal when the disc knob is pushed. Therefore, rotating the disc knob clockwise (to the right) or counterclockwise (to the left) easily provides two lines of input signals. In addition, because the on/off signal can be obtained by pushing the disc knob, the number of control switches is reduced, reducing the apparatus dimensions and enhancing ease of use.

The rotary data input device 9 has a knob rotatable in the direction of arrow Pr. Rotating this knob clockwise or counterclockwise affects an input operation, generating a signal 9a responsive to the knob rotational direction at the terminal. This signal is herein referred to as a rotary input signal 9a.

On the other hand, the push switch 8, when the knob is pressed in the direction of arrow Pf as shown in the figure, moves in a stroke, generating an on/off signal 8a at the terminal. The on/off signal is herein referred to as an on/off input signal 8a.

The information on the rotary direction of the knob of the rotary data input device 9 is inputted in an interrupt interface 10A as a signal obtained at the terminal by a rotational direction detector 10C constituting the input device control block 10. Based on the input, the interrupt interface 10A generates an interrupt signal and, at the same time, forms a signal 10Aa (see FIG. 1) carrying the knob rotational direction information and inputs the signal 10Aa into the input signal processing block 10B.

Upon reception of the signal 10Aa, the input signal processing block 10B outputs the signal immediately or after holding it, to the data transmitting means 20. This information is fetched when a rotational direction discriminating means (not shown) of a rotary device stored in the system memory 6.

If the input signal processing block 10B outputs the signal 10Aa immediately to the data transmitting means 20, the knob rotational direction information is used only once. Namely, one knob operation corresponds to one processing operation.

On the other hand, if the input signal processing block 10B holds the signal 10Aa before outputting the same to the data transmitting means, the knob rotational direction information can be used repeatedly. Therefore, if the knob is continuously rotated, the processing is repeatedly executed.

In addition, a rotational amount/speed detector 10D constituting the input device control block 10 can input rotational amount and speed information of the rotary data input device 9 into the interrupt interface 10A as a signal obtained at the terminal, and the signal can be fetched in subsequent processing.

The on/off signal 8a generated by the push switch 8 is inputted in the interrupt interface 10A as a signal obtained at the terminal by a switch on/off detector 10E constituting the input device control block 10.

The rotary data input device 9 and the push switch 8 are constituted to be separately operable. Therefore, the rotary data input device 9 and the push switch 8 may be simultaneously operated to simultaneously input plural pieces of data.

The rotary data input device 9 of the rotary/push data input device 39 is acted as a device to input the command signals for the entire control over the operations including display screen scrolling and selecting particular portions shown on screen. The push switch 8 functions as a data input device for establishing a selected portions and an entered numeral for example and inputting a signal for moving an operation from one layer to another for example.

A rotary input signal 9a generated by the rotary data input device 9, the on/off input signal 8a generated by the push switch 8, and a non-rotary input signal 16a generated by the input switch 16 provide interrupt signals through the interrupt interface 10A to be captured by the CPU 5 at its interrupt accepting terminal.

According to the above-mentioned constitution, if at least one of the rotary input signal 9a, the on/off input signal 8a, and the non-rotary input signal 16a, resulting from at least one of the operation being executed using the rotary data input device 9, the push switch 8, or input switch 16, is generated, the corresponding interrupt signal is inputted in the CPU 5 through the interrupt interface 10A, upon which the CPU goes into interrupt handling phase.

FIG. 4 is a transition diagram illustrating the processes of an interrupt handling caused by any of the above-mentioned input devices. The CPU 5 initially in the state of computation processing W30 of non-interrupt associated procedure receives an interrupt signal to detect interrupt occurrence W31. Then, the CPU 5 executes an interrupt signal handling procedure stored in the system memory 6 to perform interrupt signal handling W32. Here, the CPU 5 identifies the input device that caused this interrupt. This identification is made based directly on the interrupt accepting terminal or
based on sending of the input signal 10A sent by the interrupt interface to the input signal processing block 10B. In either input device identification processing, simultaneous input operations from a plurality of data input devices can be identified. Namely, if simultaneous input operations are made from a plurality of data input devices, the interrupt occurrence W31 is limited to one input device that generated the earliest interrupt signal. However, the CPU 5 confirms that a plurality of input operations were performed at once by referencing a queueing list in interrupt signal handling W32.

When an input device that generated an interrupt, namely an input device on which the user made an input operation, has been identified, the CPU 5 reads an interrupt associated procedure corresponding to the identified input device from the system memory 6 in W33, then getting into the computation of procedure for interrupt W34. When the input value for example from the input device has been established in W35, interrupt handling is completed, upon which the CPU 5 returns to the computation of procedure for non-interrupt W30. At this stage, the input value from the data input device is used.

The following describes various means stored in the ROM 6 with reference to FIG. 1. As shown, the ROM 6 stores a command input discriminating means 26, a movement control means 27, and a layer-to-layer moving means 28 in the form of procedures (namely programs) executable by the CPU 5.

The command input discriminating means 26 determines whether the input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command input operation.

Based on the determination made by the command input discriminating means 26, the movement control means 27 checks if the generated input signal continues. If the input signal is found continuing, the movement control means 27 activates the layer-to-layer moving means 28, and if the input signal is found ended, the movement control means 27 ends the layer-to-layer moving means 28.

The layer-to-layer moving means 28 effects a movement between layers based on the command of the movement control means 27, executing screen display of the destination layer.

The program form of each means may be any of those being executable directly or indirectly by CPU. Therefore, a form addressed as absolute binary is preferable. Alternatively, a form that requires readaddressing at execution as relocatable binary may be used. In the latter case, however, a linkage means must be made resident in the system memory 6 for example.

FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating an example of the external constitution of one portable radio information terminal apparatus associated with the above-mentioned embodiment. The following describes this constitution with reference to FIG. 5.

As shown, the portable radio information terminal apparatus 1 is accommodated in a rectangular housing 15 which is low in profile. The LCD panel 12 is arranged on the front side of the housing 15 in generally the center thereof, for displaying a message and date and time for example.

A jog dial functioning as the rotary data input device 9 is arranged in the upper right portion of the housing 15, and a part of the jog dial projecting from the housing 15. As described before, the rotary/push data input device 39 has the freely rotatable knob, in both clockwise and counterclockwise direction, as the rotary data input device 9.

The push switch 8 is arranged integrally with the rotary data input device 9. Pushing the knob of the rotary data input device 9 turns on/off the push switch 8.

An input switch 16 functioning as an escape key is embedded lower and adjacent to the LCD panel 12 in a freely depressing manner. The input switch 16 is pressed by the user to input an escape command signal for movement to an upper layer, a stop command signal for stopping the alarm sound paging the termination of a call or a command signal for operation control.

In addition, the input switch 16 may be arranged slightly recessed towards the inside the housing 15 to prevent an external force from being easily applied to the input switch 16. This prevents an erroneous operation from occurring.

The LCD panel 12 displays a message composed of 4 lines each containing 20 alphanumeric characters for example.

FIG. 6 is a front view illustrating an example of the external constitution of another portable radio information terminal apparatus associated with the invention. A portable radio information terminal apparatus 1 associated with this example is accommodated in a rectangular housing 15' which is low in profile. The LCD panel 12' is arranged on the front side of the housing 15' in generally the center thereof, for displaying a message and date and time for example.

In the lower right corner of the housing 15', arrow-shaped buttons 9' for use in inputting scroll commands for example are arranged. To the left of the arrow-shaped buttons 9', a push switch 8' is arranged.

To the lower left of the LCD panel 12', an input switch 16' serving as an escape key is arranged embedded in a freely depressible manner. The escape key 16' is depressed by the user to input an escape command signal for movement to an upper layer, a stop command signal for stopping the alarm sound telling the termination of a call or a command signal for operation control.

The LCD panel 12' displays a screen composed of 4 lines each containing 20 alphanumeric characters for example.

The following describes operations of the portable radio information terminal apparatus associated with the above-mentioned embodiment. First, receiving of radio signals and displaying of messages, are explained which are usual operations of this apparatus, mainly with reference to FIG. 2.

When a radio wave carrying an information signal (a message for example) is transmitted from a radio transmission radio station to the particular portable radio information terminal apparatus 1, the same receives the radio wave at its antenna 2. The received radio signal is supplied to the receiving block 3, in which signal processing operations such as intermediate frequency conversion, amplification, and detection are performed on the received radio signal. The demodulating block 4 checks whether the signal is addressed to this portable radio information terminal apparatus. If the signal is found addressed thereto, the signal is restored. Then, information obtained by the restoration is stored in the message storage memory 7 under the control of the CPU 5.

One message file is newly generated for each message statement. The message file thus generated is placed on a lower layer in the hierarchical information structure. An item for each newly generated message file is added to a table of contents (namely, the main menu) placed on an upper layer. It should be noted that the above-mentioned upper and lower layers are logical layers. Physically, the
table of contents and message files are stored in the message storage memory 7 as files and folders. Based on a control program stored in the system memory 6, the CPU 5 controls the operation of the portable radio information terminal apparatus 1. First, the CPU 5 determines whether an information signal has been received or not. If the information signal is found received, the CPU 5 activates the display panel driving block 11 to display a message contained in the received information read from the message file stored in the message storage memory 7 onto the LCD panel 12 in 4 lines each having 20 alphanumeric characters for example.

It should be noted that the image display device is not limited to the above-mentioned LCD panel 12. Any other image display devices including an organic EL (Electro-Luminescence) panel are available. The screen configuration is not limited to 4 lines each having 20 characters. Any other screen configurations may be used as required.

If the received signal is found, the CPU 5 also activates the paging signal output block 13, which sends an alarm signal to the speaker 14 to sound the paging of the user of a call termination.

FIG. 7 illustrates a multilayer information structure of the portable radio information terminal apparatus of the present invention, in which screens corresponding to the layers are shown. As shown, the top layer (0) P1 displays a standby screen and provides power saving mode. The first layer N1 displays the main menu. The second layer N2 displays screens A through C. The third layer N3 displays screens A' through C'.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart indicative of the operation of the portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as the first preferred embodiment of the invention. The following describes the operation with reference to FIG. 8.

In step S1, the command input discriminating means 26 determines the type of an input signal. If the input signal is found supplied from the rotary data input device 9, a corresponding screen selected from the lower-layer candidates is displayed in step S2, upon which the processing comes to an end.

On the other hand, if the input signal is found supplied from the push switch 8, a corresponding screen selected from the lower-layer candidates is displayed in step S3, upon which the processing comes to an end.

If the input signal is found supplied from the input switch 16, the layer-to-layer moving means 28 returns to a layer one level up in step S4 and displays a screen on that layer in step S5. At this moment, to allow the user to check the displayed screen, the processing gets in a loop, holding the displayed screen for a predetermined duration of time in step S6.

When the processing gets out of the loop after the predetermined duration of time, the CPU 5 determines whether the input switch 16 is off in step S7. If the input switch 16 is found not off, then, back in step S4, the layer-to-layer moving means 28 again returns to a layer one level up and displays a screen on that layer.

Thus, while the input switch 16 is kept pressed, movement to a layer one level up and screen displaying on that layer are executed repeatedly.

When the user releases the input switch 16 after a desired layer has been reached as a result of the repeated movement to a higher layer and screen displaying on that layer, the desired layer is kept active and the processing comes to an end. As described and according to the above-mentioned embodiment, continuously pressing the input switch 16 for a desired duration of time allow the user to return to an upper layer while displaying the screen of each lower layer. Consequently, the user can promptly return to a desired upper layer while checking screens displayed in the return process.

In addition, continuously pressing the input switch 16 allows the user to automatically return to the top layer. In a configuration where the top layer provides the main menu, if the user is lost on layer during operation, keeping the input switch 16 pressed always allows the user to return to the main menu. In a configuration where the top layer provides a standby screen, keeping the input switch 16 pressed allows the user to promptly return to the standby screen for power saving. Consequently, the power consumption of the apparatus can be minimized, extending the battery life.

FIG. 9 illustrates a constitution of a recording medium practiced as a second preferred embodiment of the invention. The following describes this recording medium with reference to FIG. 9.

The recording medium 40 is a one-chip semiconductor memory that stores at least three means in the form of programs (or procedures) readable and executable by a computer. These three means are accessible through a chip terminal 40a.

One of the above-mentioned three means is the command input discriminating means 26. The means 26 is read and executed by the central processing unit of the computer to determine whether a received input signal is supplied from an input means or generated by a predetermined command.

Another means is the movement control means 27. Based on the determination of the command input discriminating means 26, the movement control means 27 checks whether the generated input signal is still going on or not. If the input signal is found going on, the means 27 activates the layer-to-layer moving means 28. If the input signal is found ended, the means 27 ends the operation of the means 28.

The third means is the layer-to-layer moving means 28. The means 28 is read and executed by the CPU of the computer to cause movement between layers as instructed by the movement control means 27, executing a screen display operation on each destination layer.

The recording medium 40 can be installed, as a memory device storing CPU operating procedures, on a portable radio information terminal apparatus having information control means based on a multilayer configuration such as a data multilayer architecture in addition to the CPU, input device, image display device, and message recording memory.

The CPU sequentially executes the above-mentioned means stored in the mounted recording medium 40 as operating procedures to determine whether an input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command input and checks if the input signal is still going on. If the input signal is found going on, a layer-to-layer movement is executed to display a screen on the destination layer. The layer-to-layer movement can be repeated while the input signal is on. Consequently, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having the above-mentioned capabilities can be implemented.

The recording medium 40 can be constituted by any non-volatile semiconductor recording media including flash memory, read-only MOS memory, SRAM, EPROM, and EEPROM. Moreover, the recording medium 40 can also be constituted by optical, magneto-optical, or magnetic recording medium.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a microcomputer apparatus practiced as a third preferred embodiment of the
invention. The following describes this microcomputer apparatus with reference to FIG. 10.

The microcomputer apparatus 80 is a one-chip microcomputer incorporating an internal bus 86 and a central processing unit (CPU) 81, a work memory 82, a display interface 83, an output interface 84, an input interface 85, and a memory block 91 all connected to the internal bus 86.

External terminals provided on the one-chip microcomputer include an interrupt input terminal 87 connected to the interrupt input of the CPU 81, an output terminal 88 connected to a display interface 83 and an output interface 84, an input terminal 89 connected to an input interface 85, and a common bus terminal 90 connected to the internal bus 86.

The memory block 91 stores a system control means 95, an input/output control means 96, a display control means 97, the command input discriminating means 26, the movement control means 27, and the layer-to-layer moving means 28, each as a procedure executable by the CPU 81.

The system control means 95 not only controls the execution of the program of the computer apparatus 80 but also controls an entire system in which this microcomputer apparatus 80 is incorporated. The control procedure depends on the system in which the microcomputer apparatus 80 is incorporated.

Likewise, the input/output control means 96 not only controls the transfer of data and signals between the microcomputer apparatus 80 and the outside thereof but also controls the transfer of data and signals between the system in which the microcomputer apparatus 80 is incorporated and the outside of the system. The control procedure depends on the system in which the microcomputer apparatus 80 is incorporated.

On the other hand, the display control means 97 controls display on an image display device externally connected to the microcomputer apparatus 80, mainly controlling screen displaying of message statements and various control icons.

The command input discriminating means 26 is read and executed by the CPU 81 to determine whether a received input signal is supplied from an input means or generated by a predetermined command.

The movement control means 27 is read by the CPU 81 to check, based on the decision of the command input discriminating means 26, whether the generated input signal is still going on or not. If the input signal is found going on, the means 27 activates the layer-to-layer moving means 28. If the input signal is found ended, the means 27 ends the operation of the means 28.

The layer-to-layer moving means 28 is read and executed by the CPU 81 to cause movement between layers as instructed by the movement control means 27, executing a screen display operation on each destination layer.

The microcomputer apparatus 80 can be installed on a portable radio information terminal apparatus having a communication system, a received message recording memory, a multilayer-based information control means, an input device, an image display device, and a power supply circuit.

The microcomputer apparatus 80 is installed on the terminal apparatus and sequentially executes the above-mentioned means stored in the memory block 91 as operating procedures to determine whether an input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command input and checks if the input signal is still going on. If the input signal is found going on, a layer-to-layer movement is executed to display a screen on the destination layer. The layer-to-layer movement can be repeated while the input signal is on. Consequently, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having the above-mentioned capabilities can be implemented.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a main constitution of a portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as a fourth preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart indicative of the operation of the fourth preferred embodiment.

The following describes the constitution and operation of the fourth preferred embodiment with reference to FIGS. 11 and 12. With reference to FIGS. 11 and 12, components similar to those previously described with FIGS. 1 and 2 are denoted by the same reference numerals and omitted from the description.

A data transmitting means 20, which is the data bus of a portable radio information terminal apparatus 50, is connected to a CPU 5, a system memory 6, a ROM 46, a message storage memory 7, a timer 22, an input signal processing block 108, a display panel driving block 11, and a paging signal output block 13. Therefore, the CPU 5 transfers data with the system memory 6, the ROM 46, the timer 22, the message storage memory 7, the display panel driving block 11, the paging signal output block 13, and the input signal processing block 108 through the data transmitting means 20.

The ROM 46 is constituted by a read-only MOS memory or a flash memory and stores various means including a command input processing means 29, a movement control means 30, and an upper-layer moving means 31 in the form of programs executable by the CPU 5.

The command input processing means 29 is read and executed by the CPU 5 to determine whether an input signal has been generated by predetermined command input while the portable radio information terminal apparatus based on multilayer information control is operating on a given layer.

The movement control means 30 is read and executed by the CPU 5 to count the continuation time of the generated input signal. If the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined value, the movement control means 30 instructs movement to the top layer. If the continuation time is found within the predetermined value, the means 30 instructs movement to an adjacent upper layer.

The upper-layer moving means 31 is read and executed by the CPU 5 to cause movement at least to the top layer or an adjacent upper layer based on the command of the movement control means 30.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart indicative of the operation of the portable radio information terminal apparatus practiced as the fourth preferred embodiment. The following describes this operation with reference to FIG. 12.

In step S21, an input signal is checked by the command input processing means 29. If the input signal is found generated by a rotary operation of the rotary data input device 9, a screen selected from lower-layer candidates is displayed in step S22, upon which the processing comes to an end.

If the input signal is found generated by a pushing operation of the push switch 8 in step S21, then a lower-layer candidate is selected in step S23, upon which the processing comes to an end.

If the input signal is found supplied from the input switch 16 in step S21, the movement control means 30 sets the timer 22 in step S24 and the processing is looped until the input switch 16 is turned off in step S25. During this time, the timer 22 counts time.
When the input switch 16 is turned off, the movement control means 30 compares the time (elapsed time) counted by the timer 22 with a predetermined threshold value in step S26. If the elapsed time is found exceeding the predetermined threshold value, the display returns to the top layer at once in step S27.

If the elapsed time is found below the predetermined threshold value, the display returns to a layer one level up in step S28.

Thus, according to the fourth preferred embodiment, continuously pressing the input switch 16 for longer than a predetermined time allows the user to return to the top layer at a single stroke. Therefore, specifying the table-of-contents screen as the top layer beforehand allows the user to return to the table of contents with a simple operation at a single stroke, enhancing ease of use of the apparatus.

Further, specifying the standby screen for power saving as the top layer beforehand allows the user to return to the standby screen upon completion of use by a simple operation, thereby minimizing power consumption to extend the battery life.

FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating the constitution of a recording medium practiced as a fifth preferred embodiment of the invention. The following describes this recording medium with reference to FIG. 13.

The recording medium 41 is a one-chip semiconductor memory that stores at least three means in the form of programs (or procedures) readable and executable by a computer. These three means are accessible through a chip terminal 41a.

One of the above-mentioned three means is the command input processing means 29. The means 29 is read and executed by the CPU of a computer to determine whether an input signal has been generated by predetermined command input while the portable radio information terminal apparatus based on multilayer information control is operating on a given layer.

Another means is a movement control means 30. The means 30 is read and executed by the CPU of the computer to cause movement at least to the top layer or an adjacent upper layer. If the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined value, the movement control means 30 instructs movement to the top layer. If the continuation time is found within the predetermined value, the means 30 instructs movement to an adjacent upper layer.

The third means is an upper-layer moving means 31. The upper-layer moving means 31 is read and executed by the CPU of the computer to cause movement at least to the top layer or an adjacent upper layer based on the command of the movement control means 30.

The recording medium 41 can be installed, as a memory device storing CPU operating procedures, on a portable radio information terminal apparatus having information control means based on a multilayer configuration such as a data multilayer architecture in addition to the CPU, input device, image display device, and message recording memory.

When the means stored as operating procedures are sequentially executed by the CPU of the computer with the recording medium 41 loaded, the CPU determines, while the portable radio information terminal apparatus is operating on a given layer, whether an input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command input. Then, the continuation of the generated input signal is counted. If the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined time, the screen moves to the top layer. If the continuation time is found within the predetermined time, the screen can move to an adjacent upper layer. Consequently, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having the above-mentioned capabilities can be implemented.

The recording medium 41 can be constituted by any non-volatile semiconductor recording media including flash memory, read-only MOS memory, SRAM, EPROM, and EEPROM. Moreover, the recording medium 40 can also be constituted by optical, magneto-optical, or magnetic recording medium.

FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a microcomputer apparatus practiced as a sixth preferred embodiment of the invention. The following describes this microcomputer apparatus with reference to FIG. 14. With reference to FIG. 14, components similar to those previously described with FIG. 10 are denoted by the same reference numerals and omitted from the description.

The microcomputer apparatus 100 is a one-chip microcomputer incorporating an internal bus 86 and a central processing unit (CPU) 81, a work memory 82, a display interface 83, an output interface 84, an input interface 85, and a memory block 92 all connected to the internal bus 86.

External terminals provided on the one-chip microcomputer include an interrupt input terminal 87 connected to the interrupt input of the CPU 81, an output terminal 88 connected to a display interface 83 and an output interface 84, an input terminal connected to an input interface 85, and a common bus terminal 90 connected to the internal bus 86.

The memory block 92 stores a system control means 95, an input/output control means 96, a display control means 97, a command input processing means 29, a movement control means 30, and an upper-layer moving means 31.

The system control means 95, the input/output control means 96, and the display control means 97 are generally the same as those of the third preferred embodiment.

The command input processing means 29 is read and executed by the CPU 81 to determine whether an input signal has been generated by predetermined command input while the portable radio information terminal apparatus having an image display device and an input device based on multilayer information control is operating on a given layer.

The movement control means 30 is read and executed by the CPU 81 to count the continuation time of the generated input signal. If the continuation time is found exceeding a predetermined value, the movement control means 29 instructs movement to the top layer. If the continuation time is found within the predetermined value, the means 30 instructs movement to an adjacent upper layer.

The upper-layer moving means 31 is read and executed by the CPU 81 to cause movement at least to the top layer or an adjacent upper layer based on the command of the movement control means 30.

The microcomputer apparatus 100 can be installed on a portable radio information terminal apparatus having a communication system, a received message recording memory, a multilayer-based information control means, an input device, an image display device, and a power supply circuit.

The microcomputer apparatus 100 is installed on the terminal apparatus and sequentially executes the above-mentioned means stored in the memory block 92 as operating procedures to determine whether an input signal supplied from the input means has been generated by a predetermined command input and count the continuation
time of the generated input signal. If the input signal is found exceeding a predetermined time, the screen moves to the top layer. If the continuation time is found within the predetermined time, the screen moves to an adjacent upper layer. Consequently, the portable radio information terminal apparatus having the above-mentioned capabilities can be implemented.

While the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described using specific terms, such description is for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood that changes and variations may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A screen operating method for a portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a plurality of layers including a top layer, a middle layer, and a lower layer on which a plurality of messages terminated at said portable radio information terminal apparatus are placed, said top layer thereof being one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer, said portable radio information terminal apparatus executing operations including screen displaying on each of said plurality of layers and including inputting means for executing a command input operation and an image display device for screen displaying, comprising the step of:

- moving said screen displaying from said lower layer to said top layer of said multilayer structure when an activation time of said command inputting operation exceeds a predetermined time; and
- moving said screen displaying from said lower layer to said middle layer of said multilayer structure when said activation time of said command inputting operation is less than said predetermined time.

2. A portable radio information terminal apparatus for executing information control of a multilayer structure having a plurality of layers including a top layer, a middle layer, and a lower layer on which a plurality of messages terminated at said portable radio information terminal apparatus are placed, said top layer thereof being one of a main menu screen displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer, for executing operations including screen displaying on each of said plurality of layers and including inputting means for executing a command input operation and an image display device for screen displaying, said portable radio information terminal apparatus comprising:

- command input processing means for determining whether an input signal supplied from said inputting means is generated by said command inputting operation;
- movement control means for measuring, based on a decision by said command input processing means, an activation time of said input signal; and
- upper-layer moving means for executing, based on a command issued by said movement control means, movement among said plurality of layers, wherein
  - when said activation time exceeds a predetermined time said movement control means instructs said upper-layer moving means to move said screen displaying from said lower layer to said top layer, and
  - when said activation time is less than said predetermined time said movement control means instructs said upper-layer moving means to move said screen displaying from said lower layer to said middle layer.

3. A recording medium for recording a plurality of programs readable and executable by a computer, comprising:

command input processing means for determining whether an input signal is generated in response to a command inputting operation while a portable radio information terminal apparatus having an image display device and an inputting device and executing information control on a multilayer structure having a plurality of layers including a top layer, a middle layer, and a lower layer, said top layer being one of a main menu displaying layer and a standby screen displaying layer;

movement control means for measuring, based on a decision by said command input processing means, an activation time of said input signal; and

upper-layer moving means for executing, based on a command issued by said movement control means, movement among said plurality of layers, wherein
  - when said activation time exceeds a predetermined time said movement control means instructs said upper-layer moving means to move said screen displaying from said lower layer to said top layer, and
  - when said activation time is less than said predetermined time said movement control means instructs said upper-layer moving means to move said screen displaying from said lower layer to said middle layer.

* * * * *